INTRODUCTION

A

s a young musician, I can remember how exciting it was
to advance to each successive level because it meant I
was getting to play with highly skilled musicians. That’s
the secret to improving your game—play with musicians
who are better than you. Even though it can be a little intimidating
at times, or even embarrassing a few times in my case, spending
time paying your dues with accomplished players is a great way to
accelerate your musical growth. Accordingly, I believe this book
will provide you with a unique opportunity.
I count myself as one lucky guy, to lead a band with the caliber
of musicians who make up the Big Phat Band. The players in the
band are uniquely skilled and are without exception, masters at
playing big band jazz in a variety of styles. They fearlessly attack
the most difficult material I throw at them. Not only do they
routinely achieve technical mastery of these charts but they also
elevate the music to a new level beyond the notes on the page.
The Big Phat Band Play-Along Series gives you the opportunity
to sit in with outstanding players to improve and measure your
own ability to play in a big band. Make no mistake—the music in
this book is challenging. The Phat Band has been playing these
charts for years, and it still keeps us on our toes! But if you hang
in there and keep at it, you will make huge strides toward the
exhilaration and art of playing in a big band, along with becoming
a stronger musician.
There are some minor alterations from the original published
charts. For example, I added some inner trumpet lines to the
trumpet and trombone books, and solo chord changes to all the
books, so the horn players can solo. There are also a few notes
that vary from the recorded tracks. Books are available for alto
saxophone, tenor saxophone, trumpet, trombone, and drums.
The main goal of these books is to teach the art of ensemble
playing. You will learn volumes of information about style,
phrasing, tone, dynamics, technique, articulation, playing in time,
Latin grooves, and a variety of swing styles as you play along and
listen to the players in the Phat Band.
Participating in this series are the lead players from the Big
Phat Band. These musicians are all world-class performers, and
their guidance will be invaluable as you dig into this music.
• Wayne Bergeron is a one-of-a-kind lead trumpet player
whose strong chops and great musicality make him one of
the most in-demand musicians in Los Angeles.
• Bernie Dresel, one of the most musical and well-rounded
drummers on the scene today, can play in any style, sightread anything, and is also an accomplished orchestral
percussionist.
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• Eric Marienthal, a remarkable saxophonist, can be heard
on recordings with the Chick Corea Electric Band and the
Rippingtons, as well as on many recordings under his own
name.
• Andy Martin, a superb improviser and one of the most
facile trombonists in Los Angeles, sets a new standard for
jazz trombone.
Since improvisation is an important facet in jazz, I have
included chord changes for the solo sections in the saxophone,
trumpet, and trombone books. The play-along recording has
the solos mixed out so that you can jump in and blow! Selected
transcriptions of some of the solos recorded by various band
members are included in the saxophone, trumpet, and trombone
books. You can use these transcribed solos to study, practice as
etudes, or simply play in the solo sections. On the drum book
audio recording, the original horn solos have been kept intact so
you can play off the soloist. In addition, a Q&A session with Bernie
Dresel and myself discusses aspects of big-band drumming.
To get the most out of the companion audio, you can of course
use headphones as you play along with the tracks, but for me,
the most realistic acoustical environment is to listen to the music
through speakers with your ears unhindered by headphones. The
key is to be able to hear yourself as well as everybody else in the
band, and headphones can sometimes prevent you from hearing
yourself well enough unless you take one ear off.
I have a policy in the Big Phat Band: on our gigs we come
to play. The band works hard, no one makes excuses, and every
player goes for it every night, all the while havin’ a blast. I hope
you have fun working with this book and it helps you grow as a
musician.
www.gordongoodwin.com
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